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Sufficient conditions are demonstrated for the non-emptiness of approximate cores nf
sequences of replica games, i.e. for all sufficiently large replications the games have non-em;?t>
approximate cores and the approximation can be made arbitrarily ‘good’. The conditions are
simply that the games are superadditive and satisfy a non-restrictive ‘per-capita* boundedness
assumption (these properties are satisfied by games derived from well-known models of replica
economies). It is argued that the results can be applied to a broad class of games derived from
economic models, including ones with external economies and diseconomies, indivisibilities, and
non-convexities. To support this claim, in Part I applications to an economy with local public
goods are provided, and in Part II, ro a general model of a coalition production economy with
few restrictions on production technology sets and with (possibly) indivisibilitics in consumption.
Additional examples in Part I illustrate the generality of the result.
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I. Introduction

In this paper we show that under simple and natural conditions, games with many
players and relatively few types of players have non-empty approximate cores. The
conditions are that the games are superadditive and satisfy a weak bounJedness
property. We indicate how these results can be applied to games derived from a
broad class of economic
models including
ones derived from standard
Arrow-Debreu models of economies with private goods and coalition production
economies, ones with local public goods, and ones with a mix of external economies
and diseconomies.
It is well known that if there are non-convexities
the core of a private goods
economy may be empty, but, if the economy is sufficiently large, approximate cores
may well be non-empty. Although a large amount of research has been devoted to
the study of approximate cores of private goods economies with non-convexities,
016%4896/83/$3.00
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relatively few results similar to those for private goods economies have been
obtained for economies where there may bz externalities in production and/or
consumption of some goods. Moreover, rno$$tof the work on cores of economies
with externalities has been devoted to the !:ase where the externalities are only
beneficial, i.e. to external economies rather than diseconomies (cf. Shapley and
Shubib, 1969; Foley, 1970); for these economies, Pareto-optimal states can in
general be realized only by the coalition consisting of all the agents in the economy.
Counterexamples to the non-emptiness of the core of an economy where there are
external diseconomies have been obtained (cf. Shapley and Shubik, 1969).
T;OIeconomieswhere there is a mix of external economies and diseconomies, and
where optimality requires that agents be appropriately partitioned into groups for
t trc purposes of joint consumption and/or production within the groups, negative
rk!ults are in general obtained - the core may well be empty (cf. Greenberg, 1978;
D&c and Greenberg, 1980; and the examples in Parts I and II of this paper).
Both economies with coalition product ion and ones with local public goods
display a mix of external economies and diseconomies. When there is coalition production (i.e. %hetechnology set available to a coalition of agents may be different
for different coalitions), up to some point adding an additional member to a coalition may increase the average productivity of the members of a coalition but eve!+
tually average productivity may decrease as the size of the coalition increases. It is
easy to imagine a similar phenomenon occurring in economies with local public
goods. Consider, for example, the sharing of a swimming pool by the members of
a club. For such clubs with small memberships, as the size of the club increases it
may be possible for all members of the club to become better off because of the
reduced per-capita costs of the swimming pool and increased possibilities for social
interact ion - we have a situation where there are external economies. However,
eventually the pool can become crowded and then over-crowded as the membership
i5 increased - there are external diseconomies.
Under some special assumpeions, non-emptiness of the core of a coalition production economy has been demonstrated (when there are no externalities in consumption, only in production). These assumptions take two forms: there are nondecreasing returns to coalition size so the firm containing all agents in the economy
is ‘optimal’ (cf. Hildenbrand, 1968; Sondermann, 1974) or the technologies satisfy
a ‘balancedness’ condition, for which there has been little intuitive justification (cf.
lchiishi, 1977).
Another class of economies with a mix of external economies and diseconomies
for which non-emptiness of cores and approximate cores has been demonstrated is
those with local public goods in Wooders (1978, l98Oa, 1981). The results and the
techniques used in these papers, ihowever, depend on a special restriction on
preferences and production technologies. This restriction is that only the number of
agents with whom an agent consumes and produces
any characteristics of these agents, is relevant. (The

the local public goods, and not
results in the current paper can

be used to show non-emptiness of approximate cores of economies with local public
goods without this special restriction; see Wooders. 1954.)
In summary we stress that: (1) although cores of private goods econonlies ha\ e
been intensively studied, beyond some counterexamples
to general t’uisteljw,
relative11 little is known about cores of economies with esternalities, especially when
there is a mix of external economies and diseconomies; and (2) the results currently
in the literature cover only a limited set of cases.
The relative sparsity of results for economies with a mix ot’ external economies
and diseconomies may suggest that techniques used for the analysis of economies
without such externalities do not easily extend to cover a variety of more complex
situations. There are, in the literature, suggestions that the basic feature of convexity ensures the existence of competitive-like equilibria and the core (cf. Arrow.
1970). In the appendix we provide an example of an economy with a local public
good where agents are assumed to be ‘divisible’ (i.e. part-time membership in a
jurisdiction’ is allowed), preferences are convex, and production-possibility
sets are
convex yet the core may well be empty. We argue that mises of external economies
and diseconomies create problems that are not amenable to ubual methods of convexification and, indeed, our results are not based on convexifying effects of large
numbers.’
Rather than specifying an economic model in terms of preferences, production
possibilities, etc. we use the framework of a game in characteristic function form
without side payments? This framework is sufficiently general to accommodate
games derived from a broad class of economies. We next discuss what is meant b>
a game derived from an economy, a sequence of replica games, and then a class of
economies to which our results can be applied.
.
Given the data of an economy - endowments;
preferences;
production
possibilities; the defining properties of the goods, such as whether the goods are
private goods, public goods, or local public goods; and a specification of what is
feasible for a coalition of agents to consume and produce given rhe endowments of
the members of the coalition - suppose each agent’s preferences are given by a utilit!,
function. For each coalition S of agents we define r/(S) as a set of utility vectors
in /RN,where n is the total number of agents in the economy. A member of US).
say u=(u’, . . . . u”), must have the property that there is a feasible state of the
economy restricted to the members of S such that this state yie!ds agent i the utilio
I& for each i in S (coordinates of II not associated with members of s are

’ A jurisdiction is a subset of agents \\ho jointly produce and
jurisdiction structure is a partition of the >et of agxnt~.
’ They may rwxe appropriately be viewed as based on a ‘balancifying‘ eiftxt of larg numbers.
’ By ‘without side payments’, we do not mean to exclude the case of a game with side payments. Instead, a game with side payments is a special case of one without.

unrestricted). Let A denote the set of agents in the economy. Then rhe ordered pair
(A, I/) is the game derived from the economy.
In the case where there are external economies or diseconomies, we define V(S)
so that members of V(S) represent utility vectors attainable by the membership of
in, ignoringcoordinates not associated with members of S) regardless of the
actions of the complimentary coalition. ’ A utility vector u is in the core of the
game (A, V) if ti is in V(A) (i.e. II is feasible) and no coalition of agents S can
improve on a by itself.”
We considersequencesof games (A,, V,)r=1, where A, is the set of players of the
rth game, consistingof r players of each of T types, and V, is a correspondence
from subsetsof A, to R”. We assur.le that A&A,+ lfor all r. The sequence is then
said lo be a sequence of replica games if (a) all players of the same type are
subscirutesfor each other, and (b) Vr(S) does not ‘decrease’ as r increases; i.e. if
SC& and SCA,,, where rbr’, then the projection of V,(S) on the subspace
associatedwith the members of S is contained in that of V,*(S).
For our main theorem we require two assumptions on the sequence of replica
games. First, it is required that the games are superadditive - for any r and any two
disjoint subsets of A,, say S and S’, we have Vr(S)n ~$(S')Cl$(SU S’). Informally,
the auperadditiviry property is that a larger coalition SUS’ can ‘do at least as well
by’ all its members as the two coalit ions S and S’ can do independently. The second
condition, per-capitaboundedness,is that equall-treatment utility vectors in V,(A,)
ate boundedindependentlyof r; i.e. there is a constant real number K, independent
of r, such that if u E F,‘,(A,), where u’ = ui for all players i and j of the same type
for each type, then u’ I K for all players i in A,. 6 Under these assumptions it is
shown that certain approximate cores are non-empty and have desirable convergencepropertiesas r grows large. We remark that the approximate core concept
introduced in this paper is less restrictive than the one in Wooders (1983) and the
conditions required for our theorem are also less restrictive.
We now address the question of the class of replica economies to which our results
can be applied. We view the per-capita boundedness requirement as a sufficiently
weak and relatively natural economic assumption to not require further discussion
or justification. The superadditivity property arises naturally in games derived from

a This is a somewhat strong assumption about externalitie+ related to the concept of a c-game
CShapleyand Shubik, 1973) and the modeling difficulties encountered using the characteristic function.
It is simple to calculate for exchange economies, but requires special modeling when diseconomies are
in\ohed.
’ Formally, u is not in the interior of V(S) for any non-empty subset S of A.
’ This property is satisfied by games derived from various models of replication economies in the
literature, such as Debre!r, and Scarf (1%3), Shapley and Shubik (1966). Boehm (1974). and Wooders

(198&)4
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economies in nilich one of the options open to zi coalition S is to subdividr: into
smaller, disjoint coalitions.
TO apply OUT results to sequences of games derived from sequences of replica
economies we require, in addition, that what the members of a coalition can ensure
for themselves is independent of the replication number of the economy, or at least
does not shrink as the economy is replicated. We remark that this property is
satisfied by games derived from the replication economies in Debreu and Sea; .‘
(1963). Shapley and Shubik (F&56), Boehm (1974), and Wooders (198Oa). It is also
satisfied directly by more game-theoretic models such as Shubik’s bridge-garr. 2
(1976), and assignment games, as in Shapley and Shubik (i972). !t is not satisfied
by examples in the literature of economies with a pure public good since initial
endowments and/or production technologies of the membership of a coalit ion
change as the economy is replicated’ (cf. Milleron, 1972, pp. 459-463).
We present two examples of applications of our results to an economy with a local
public good and endogenous jurisdiction structures (i.e. coalitions of agents who
jointly consume and produce the local public good).’
In the first example we consider cases where jurisdictions associated with states
of the economy in the core may be heterogeneous. This possibility of heterogeneity
arises because preferences and/or production
possibilities may depend on the
numbers of agents of each type in a jurisdiction rather than simply upon the total
number of agents in the jurisdiction (as in Wooders, 1978, 1980a. 1981). The second
example serves to highlight that with local public goods there are both external
economies and diseconomies.
A game-theoretic example is presented to illustrate non-emptiness of approsimate
core; of sequences of replica games without side payments. Another esample iilustrates the emptiness of approximate cores of games with many players when the
conditions of our theorem are not satisfied.
In Part II, we present an application of our results to a general model of an
economy in which indivisibi: ties and non-convexities are allowed in production.
Moreover, the production te hnology available to a coalition may depend on the
number of agents of each type in the coalition. In addition, we allow indivisibilities
in the sets of possible consumptions. Besides noting that our theorems apply to the
derived games, we show that for large replications of the economy there are states
of the economy which cannot significantly be improved upon by any coalition and
which are approximately feasible.
Recently, there has been a concern for the development of the theoretical foundations of Perfect Competition (cf. LE. T., 2, 1980, and especially the article therein

’ That is, it is the manner of replication, not necessarily the presence of public goods, th;lt preienr\
the gamesgenerated by the economies from satisfying our definition of replica games. Consider, also,
the problems associated with the ‘replication’ of voting systems - see the example in Section 4.3.
’ To keep these examples relatively simple, they are constructed

so that utilit! is ‘transfmhk’.
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by Mas-Collel, 1980). For example, Novshek and Sonnenschein (1978) have
developed a replication model of a closed economy with the number of producing
firms determined endogenously and which is consistent, in the ‘limit’, with the
Walrasian model. ‘Rrey, and others, consider games in strategic form and investigate non-cooperative equilibria.
One of the first developments in the foundations of the hypothesis of Perfect
Competition, however, was suggested by Edgeworth (1881) who provided an example of the convergence of the contract curve, which can be interpreted as the core,
to the set of equilibrium allocations. This idea has been successfully generalized,
first by Debreu and Scarf (1963), and subsequently further generalized by many
authors. Part of our intent in this work is to initiate the study of the cooperative
game core approach to more general economic situations. We utilize the apparatus
of games in coalition form and obtain general results concerning the existence and
convergence properties of approximate cores.
Part I is divided as follows. Section 2 introduces notation. Section 3 consists of
a formal statementof our game-theoretic model and results. The examples are provided in Section 4. Proofs of the results are contained in Section 5. Further interpretive remarksare given in Part II.

2. Notation

The following notation is used: IR”= Euclidean N-dimensional space; IF?:= the
non-negative orthant of IRS; given KC IF?",
intK denotes the interior of the set K;
given a finite set S, 1S 1 denotes the cardinal number of S and IRSis the Euclidean
IS .-dimensional space. Define 2 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) E R”. Given .YERN, we denote the
(sup) norm of x by [xfr, where /1x1/= max, ab&) and ab(xJ denotes the absolute
value of x+ IT?‘.

Given x and y in &TV,
we write x>y if x+pr, for all i; x>y if x>,y and x#y; and
Xby if
for all i.
Xj3'yj

3. The model and the results

A game without sidepayments, or simply a game, is an ordered pair (A, V), where
A, called the set af players, is a finite set and V is a correspondence from the set
of non-empty subsets of A into subsets of IRAsuch that:
(i) for every non-empty SC A, V(S) is a non-empty, proper, closed subset of IRA
containing some zIdmber, say X, where X* 0;
(ii) if XE V(S) and YE IRA,with x’ =y’ for all i E S, then y E V(S);
(iii) V(S) is bounded relative to IRS,,i.e. for each S there is a vector k(S)e IRA
where, for all XE V(S), x’ I k’(S) for all i E S.
Let (A, V) be a game. A vector XE IF?“, where the coordinates of x are

superscripted by the members of ‘4, is called a pavoff for the game. A payoff .Vis
feasible if XE V(A). Given a payoff x and players i and j, let a[_~-;i, j] denote the
payoff formed from x by permuting the values of the coordinates associated with
i and j. Players i and j are substitutes if: for all SC A, where i $ S and j$ S, given
any XE WU (i)), we have a[x; i, j] E V(SU {j}); and, for all SC:,
where ie S and
j E S, given any x E V(S), we have ~[x; i, j] E V(S). The game is superadditive if,
whenever S and S’ are disjoint, non-empty subsets of A, we have P’(S)n V(S’)c
V(SUS’). It is comprehensive’ if for all non-empty subsets S of A, if A-E V(S) and
ylx, then ye V(S).
Given a game (A, V) and e20, a payoff x’ k in the E-core of (A, V) if A-is feasible
and if, for all non-empty subsets S of A, there does not exist an X’E V(S) such that
X%X + cl. When e = 0, we call the e-core simply the core.
We review the concept of balancedness. Let (A, V) be a game. Considet a family
p of subsets of A and let P, = (SEP: k S}. A family p of subsets of A is balanced
if there exists positive ‘balanced weights’ ws for S m /? with CsEp wS = 1 for all
&A. Let [B(A) denote the collection of all balanced families of subsets of A. Define
QA) = UPE E(A)nSEB V(S). Define v(S)= V(S) for all SCA with S#A. Then p
maps subsets of A into IRAand is called the balanced cover of V. The game (4, P)
is called the balanced cover of (A, V). If the game (A, V) has the property that
V(A)= r(A), the game (A, V) is balanced, and from Scarf’s theorem (1967), the
core of the game is non-empty.
Given a game (A, V), define V’(S)= {XE II?? for some X’E V(S), x is the projection of x’ on IF?}, where IRSis the subspace of IRAassociated with the members of
S. (Note that if (A, V) and (A, V’) are two games where V’(S) = V@(S) for all
SC A, then the correspondences
V and V’ are identical .)
Let (A,, V,),“=1 be a sequence of games where, for each r, A&4,,
1 and
A,={(t,q):tE(1,...,
T}, qc{l,...,
r}}. Write x=(x1 ,..., x;, . . .._QE?.‘~~ for a
payoff for the rth game where x4 = (~‘4 . . . , ~‘9, . . . , xT9) E RT and .yf9 is the component of the payoff associated with the (t,q)th player. Given r and t, define [t], =
r)); the set [tlr consists of the players of type t of the rth
((~,q)E4:qE{L.=,
game. The sequence (A,, V,),“=1 is a sequence of replica games if:
(i) for each r and each t = 1,. . . , T, all players of type t of the rt h game are
substitutes for each other;
(ii) for any r’ and r“, where r’<r” and any SCA,., we have Vrr(S)C VT(S) (i.e.
the set of utility vectors achievable by the coalition S does not decrease as r
increases).
Let (A,, I$),“=1 be a sequence of replica games. A payoff s for the game (-4r9 b)
is said to have the equal-treatment property if, for each t, we have .I-‘~=A-“~ for a!!
q’ and 4”; players of the same type are allocated the same amount. The sequence

9 We remark that it is often assumed rhat comprehensiveness is a property of a game merely for
technical convenience. Since our results are intended to apply to games derived from ec’onomie!,, including ones with indivisibilities. for our purposes the comprehensiveness property is actually restrictits.
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of games is superadditive if (A,, V,) is a superadditive game for all r. The sequence
is per-capita bounded if there is a constant K such that for all r and for all equaltreatment payoffs x in V,(A,) tve have xt9s K.
Let (A,, c/r): I be a sequence of replica games. We say that the sequence has a
non-empty strong approximate core if, given any ):~0, there is an r* sufficiently
large so that for all rzr* the e-core of (A,, V,) is non-empty. Define p: to be the
comprehensivecover of VP, i.e. p:(S)= {XE RAr: for some X’E pr(S), we have
xax’). The sequencehas a non-empty weak approximafe core if, given any e > 0
and any A>O, there is an r* such that for all r 2 r* for sorr 3 payoff 2 in the &-core
of (A,, p:) and somex in V&4,) we have I{(f,q)EA,:Z’9#x’9} 14 I&l.
We remark that it is immediate that if the weak approximate core of the sequence
is non-empty,then given any c”ZP0 and any A> 0 there is an r * such that for all r 1 r*,
for some& lP4f, and some XE V#l,), we have:
(i) 1((f,q)EA,:.rr’9+~‘9)I<~(Ar[, and
(ii) 2 cannot be &-improvedupon by any coalition S; i.e. there does not exist an
$CA, and an X’E V,(S) such that x’~4-M.‘~
Therefore we could have defined the weak approximate core without reference to
the babnced cover games.
In Wooders (1983) it is shown that if a sequence of replica games (Ar, V,),“=I is
superadditive and per-capita bounded and V&4,) is convex for all r, then the
strong approximatecore is non-empty. Our theorem concerning the non-emptiness
of weak approximatecores cannot be regarded simply as a result of the convexifying
effect of large numbers. Indeed, since the dimensionality of the payoff sets V&4,)
is increasing as r becomes large, and V&I,) is in ‘utility space’, methods used to
show the existence of equilibria and the non-emptiness of cores of private goods
economies are not applicable. I *
Our first theorem states simple conditions under which sequences of replica games
have non-empty weak approximate cores.

T)Komn 1. Let (A,, V,):! I be a sequence of superadditive, per-capita bounded
replica games. Then the weak approximate core is non-empty.
A stronger result can be obtained for a subsequence of fhe sequence.
Theo~na 2. Le! (A,, V,):=I be a sequence of supertidditive, per-capita bounded
replica games. Then some subsequence of fhe sequence has a non-empty strong
apptoxima$e core.
We remark that in the proof of Theorem 2, when the games are comprehensive,
” Similarnotions of approximate
aSsoPar: I! of this paper ).

cores have been used in economic models (cf. Henry, 1972, and

” It may be possible that if the problem is embedded in some appropriate
rpace yields the results. ‘T’his, however, is only a conjecture.

space, convexity in this
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we actually show the existence of equal-treatment
payoffs in the c-cores of the
games in the subsequence. More specifically, we show that, given E>O, there is an
r* aud zn XE iRT such ihat [I:, X is in the e-core of (A,,., Vi,,) for all positive
integers I, where (AI,~~,I&) is the game (A,, VJ with r = /r*.

4. Examples
4. I.

Preliminaries

In the examples, we require the following definitions and notations.
Given r, the set of agents in the rth cconorny is A, = ((t, q) : t = 1, . . . , T and
q= l,..., r}. Given a non-empty subset S of A,, let s = (sl, . . . , s,, . . . , sT) be the vector defined by its coordinates st = jsn {(r, q) : q = 1, . . . , r} 1. Define g(S) = s so ,o(S)
is a vector lising the numbers of agents of each type in S. We call Q(S) the profi/e
of S. Let I, denote the set of profiles of subsets of A, and let I = U,O&,Ir. Define

I(t)={sEr:s~#O}.
Except for the final example, all the examples are of games with side payments,
i.e. given (A, V), for each non-empty subset S of A there is a real number, say u(S),
such that V(S) = (XC IRA: &,x”
I o(S)). These games are completely determined
by the function U, called the characteristic function, mapping non-empty subsets of
A into IR. Therefore we let (A, o) represent the game (A, V) and, for convenience,
define u(0) = 0.
For a game (A, V) with side payments, there are real numbers t?(S) for each nonempty subset S in A such that v(S) = {xtz RA : ~,,,x’I
ii(S)}.
Therefore the game
(A, t?) is determined by the game (A, 6). We remark that it can be shown that
%!I) = maxpe B(A)cs,p w&S), where ws are the weights for SE/? (see Hildenbrand
and Kirman, 1976, p. 88).
It is not difficult to show that for a sequence of superadditive, per-capita bounded
replica games with side payments, (Ar, o,),“=1, the strong approximate core is nonempty if and only if the weak approximate core is non-empty. Therefore, for
sequences of games with side payments, we refer simply to the approximate core.
It can easily be shown that the approximate core of (A,, v,),“=1 is non-empty if and
only if, given e > 0, there is an r* such that for all r 1 r*, kve have”’

Is,(AJ MA,) > ~
P__

IAr I

IAr I

.

4.2. An economy with a local public good
The economy has one private good and one local public good. The local public

” This is carried out in Wooders (1980b).
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good has the property that any coalition of agents can produce the good for the consumption of the members of that coalition exclusively. A jurisdiction is a subset of
agents who jointly consume and produce the local public good. A jurisdiction stnrcjure is a partition of the set of agents into jurisdictions.
A jurisdiction S with profile s has access to the production function x-t b(s)z = 0,

where x is the output of the local public good, z is the input of the private good,
and b(e) is a functiorlrfrom I to IR++ , the positive real numbers.
Each agent (r,q) ha!5a positive initial endowment of ~‘4 units of the private good
and all agents of the ,.ame type have the same initial endowment. Let it+ = w’Qfor
each type t and let w+=(B’,. . . , d).
The utility function of an agent of type t, ur9, maps 1(l) x IF?:into IR.The utility
function is

lP(s, s-,y)l = A-y+ c’(s),
are the levels of consumption of the public and private good, respectively, and c’(o) is a function from f(f) into IR.Ai! agents of the same type have the
same utility function. Let u’ denote the utility funtion of an arbitrary agent of type
t so 44’= utq for any q.
We construct a mapping v of I into R, where u(s) is the maximal sum of utilities
achievable by a coalition S with profile s given that all members of S are in one
jurisdiction. From v we then construct another function 0 where o’(S)is the maximal
sum of utilities achievable by a coalition S given that the agents in S can be partitioned into jurisdictions.
Given a profile J, using Langrangian techniques it can easily be verified that x*
and ye’ maxirs:itc Cr_, s,u’(s, x, y’) subject to the constraintsi that
where x and y

x + b(s)2= 0,

(1)

x, y’ 2 0,

(2)
(3)

if and only if
i

s*u’(s,x*,y”)=

y

(se

w)‘+smP(s),

l-l

where @) E Rz whose rth coordinate equals c’(s) if s, #O and equals zero otherwise. Given s, define u(s) = (b(s)/4)(se w)’ + so e(s) for each s E 1. Given any jurisdiction S with profile s, define o(S) = u(s) so u(S) is the maximal sum of the utilities
achievable by the membership of S using only their own resources. Let lP(S)
denote the collection of all partitions of S into non-empty subsets. Define u’(S)=
” For simplicity,we have explicitly only considered the case where all agents of the same type have
the sameprivate good allocation. Since utility is transferable, there is no loss in generality.

max rE;(S,z.s E . o(S’). Given S, U(S) is the maximum sum of the utilities achievable
by the members of S using their own resources when the jurisdiction structure of
S is variable.
Given any r, the pair (&ii) is a game with side payments (where u’is restricted
to subsets of A,) and the sequence (A,,@,“=1 is a sequence of replica games with
side payments. The sequence of games is clearly superadditive. Since the set
is convex for all r and utility is ti-ansferable, from
10 E Pdr : c,r q,e 4, ~‘q~o’(A,))
both the resk of Wooders (1983) and this paper, if the sequence is per-capita
bounded then it has a non-empty approximate core.
Per-capita boundedness of the sequence (A,, u),“, 1 is a reasonable economic
assumption; mathematically, we need to impose some conditions on 6(s) and ~‘(4
for each t. We assume that there is a constant K such that for all s in I:
b(s)(s

l

1~)~
+ s t(s)

414

l

<K

js/ - ’

where (s I= s. 1. Informally, this assumption ensures that the benefits from sharing
costs of the local public good are eventually outweighed bq’ adverse crowding
effects.
We now provide a simple example where optimal jurisdictions are heterogeneous.
Assume there are two types of agents. The utility function of a representative
agent of type 1 is u’(s, x, y) =xy -s: and that of a representative agent of type is
u2(s,x, y) =xy -s$.Informally, agents have an aversion to other agents of the same
type. Each agent has an initial endowment of 4 units of the private good (the public
good is not initially endowed). For simplicity we assume all jurisdictions have access
to the same production function x+ z = 0, where x is the output of the public good
and z is the input of the private good.
In homogeneous jurisdictions the maximum feasible utility level of a representative agent when all agents are treated equally (and only resources owned by the
members of the jurisdiction are distributed among consumers and firms) is four
‘utils’ and is obtained in two-person jurisdictions with y = 2 for both agents in the
jurisdiction and x = 4.
In a jurisdiction consisting of one agent of each type, by allocating 2 units of the
which is feasible for the jurisdiction.
private good to each agent and letting x'-4,
each agent can have 7 utils.
It can easily be verified that if the number of agents of each type is r, then a state
of the economy in the core has associated heterogeneous jurisdictions consisting of
one agent of each type, and each jurisdiction produces 4 units of the public good.
For this case, for r >2, only equal treatment payoffs will be in the core of the
game. ” Let ii be in IR’; then fl:_, li is in the core of the rt h game if and only if
a, + ii2= 14, al 14, and 0~24. In the case where there are more agents of, say. type
1 than of type 2 (using ‘type’ informally to mean a set of agents of all of whom xe
I4 This is easv
. to prove and also follows t’rom Theorem 3 stated in thr: n<\t SX~WI~.
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substitutes for each other), Is then again payoffs in the core have the equaltreatment property and if CSERAf is in the core of the rth game, at’l = 4 for all
agents (l,q) of type I and BtQ==10 for all agents (t,q) of type 2.
We remark that the cores of some games in the sequence may be empty if A,
does not have an even number of players of each type. Suppose, for example, A1
contains 3 players with utility funcrions u’ and 2 players with utility functions u*.
Now t@l) = 31. Each set of players consisting of one player with utility function u*
and one with utility function ?l*must realize a total utility of 14 at any state in the
core. We can form a balanced family of subsets of Al, say p, consisting of six
distinct subsets containing one player of each type, say S1, . . . , S6, with weights l/3
each, and three distinct subsets each containing two players of type one, say S, ,
Snt S9, with weights l/6 each. Then
i w,v(S,)=6+14+3+8=32>~(A,)
k-l

so the game is not balanced and has an empty core? Also, it is easy to see that for
any even r, given Al as described, the core of (A,, D)is non-empty.
Regardlessof the number of agents in Al who are substitutes for each other, if
the sequenceis persapita bounded it has a non-empty approximate core.
To clearly illustrate that economies with local public goods have a ‘mix’ of
external economies and diseconomies, we consider another specification of
parameter valuesfor our example. Suppose there is only one type of agent, b(s) = 1
for all s in I, and c(s) = -s2* Let wt4= 8 be the initial endowment of each agent. In
this casewhen the number of agents is greater than 8, the core of the economy is
non-empty if and only if the agents can be partitioned into jurisdictions each containing 8 members. increasing the size of a jurisdiction has a negative effect: utilities
of the members of the jurisdiction decrease because of ‘crowding’ - each agent is
a ‘local public bad’. However, when jurisdictions are ‘small’, the diseconomy
causedby an additional agent can be more than compensated for by decreased percapita costs of the local public good - a public good effect.

4.3. Simple games
This example is of a non-replica sequence of games where the number of players
grows Iarge but given any ‘small’ e > 0 there is a term in the sequence such that all
Iarger games have empty E-cores. Each game in the sequence is superadditive and
the sequence of games is per-capita bounded. Moreover, the players of each game
are all substitutes for each other. The sequence is not, however, a sequence of
Is Formally we should specify that there are, for example, n ‘types’ of agents and all agents of types

1

to n-

1 have the utility functions u1 and are thus substitutes for each other.

I6 For games with side payments, the core is non-empty if and only
Shapley, 1967).

if the game is balanced (see

replica games since the payoff to any given coalition eventually decreases as the
games grow large. The games considered are sequences of ‘simple games’ with side
payments.
Formally, let (A,, u,)T= I denote a sequence of games with side payments where
for each r we have iA,1 = 2r- 1 anu for all subsets S of A,, we have

WI

=

0

if (S/C--j---,
2r- 1

2r-1

if SI>----2r-2 1

1

l

We note that, for each r, o,(A,)/iA,j = 1 so the sequence is per-capita bounded.
Also, given any r the game (Ar, 0,) is superadditive. However, given any r and any
coalition S contained in A y, even if o,(S) = 2r - 1 there is an r’> r such that
u,(S) = 0; the total utility achievable by a coalition eventually decreases as the
number of players of the game is increased so the sequence is not a sequence of
replica games.
It is easy to see that for all r ~2 the core of the game (A,, u,) is empty.
To determine &(A,), the value of the characteristic function of the balanced
cover game for A,, observe that if u is a feasible payoff in the core of (A,, I&),we
must have Clss uiz 2r - 1 for all coalitions S with IS ( = r. Therefore the average
payoff to the members of S must be at least (2r- 1)/r. Since this is true for any
subset S with 1S I= r, and since the balanced cover r3, is the smallest valued function such that o’,(S)> o,(S) for all S and (A,, r3,)has a non-empty core, it follows
that
2r- 1 (2r- 1)2

&(A,) = IA,1 -

r

=

r

l

Recall that the game (A,, 0,) has a non-empty e-core if and only if u’,(A,)- uJ.4,) <
e IA, I. Since r3,(A,)= (2r - l)‘/r and o,(A,) = 2r - 1, it follows that given any E with
01 e< 1, for all sufficiently large r the E-core of (A,, 0,) is empty.
AS we stated in the introduction our definition of a sequence of replica games is
satisfied by games derived from a diverse set of economic models. This example,
however, resembles examples of sequences of economies with public goods, such as
Milleron’s, in that the utility achievable by the members of a given coalition
decreases as the number of players increases (although in Milleron’s example each
economy has a non-empty core).
4.4. The weak approximate core
The following game-theoretic example illustrates a sequence of replica games with
a non-empty weak approximate core and an empty strong approximate core. While
a particularly simple case is considered, the example provides some insight into the
theorems.
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We assume T= 1 so all players of each game are substitutes for each other. For
simplicity, we denote the players of’ the rth game by Q= 1, . . . , r.
For any r and any player q_( r, define
V,.(S)= {XE IRA,:x411},

where S= {q}.

For any S = {q,Q’ : 4 +#}, define VJS) as those sets of vectors x in IR: where
(fl+ I)(&+ l)=9, x4~0, and x%O and let z/,(S) be the comprehensive cover of
t,(S), i.e. V,(S) = (XE IRA,: for some X’E v,-(S), XZLX’}.The projection on IRSof
the WI V,(S), where IS I= 2, is depicted in Fig. 1.

I

Fig. I.

For any S in A,, define P*(S) as the set of all partitions of S into subsets
where each subset contains either one or two players. Then define VJS) =
F rom Theorem 3 in the following section, if the core of
: ‘45Jr,, F ms’)*
u
(A;: V,) is n&-empty, theta it contains a member with the equal-treatment property. Therefore, it is easy to see that if r is odd (and greater than 1) the core of
the game is empty. If r is even, the core is non-empty and 21= (2, . . . ,2, . . . ,2) E tRr
is in the core.
Informally, the reason why the core is empty when r is odd is that the two-player
coalitions are more beneficial per person than a one-player coalition, but players
cannot be partitioned into two-player coalitions; there is a ‘left-over’ player. The
strong approximate core is empty for the same reason and because (unlike the case
where the set of feasible payoffs is convex) regardless of the magnitude of r, if r
is odd there does not exist a feasible payoff x with the property that x4 is ‘close’
to 2 for all q.”
For each r it can be shown that 21~ W is in the core of the balanced cover game.
Since for any r there is an x in V&4,) with
i{W&A4=2}/Ir-

1,

it is obvious that the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds.
” ConvcR4ty and comprehensiviness of V,(A,) for all r, along with our other assul .?tions, leads to
the result that the equal treatment payoffs for the game converge to those of the bauced
cover game
(%eeknma 6 in Wooders, 1983).
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5. Proots of the theorems

Throughout this section we let (Ar, V’j-),“=
I denote a sequence of superadditive
replica games with T types of players. We continue to let P denote the vector of ones
and the reader is to infer from the context the dimension of the space in which I
is contained. Given r and a positive integer n, we write (A,,, V,,,) for the game
(A,*, V,) where I-’= RF.
Given a payoff x for the rth game, (A,, V,), when we write y = fly._, x it is to be
understood that the coordinates of y are superscripted so that y is a payoff for the
nrth game.
Throughout the following, given any SC&
it is to be understood that S is nonempty.
The following lemmas, proven in Wooders (1983), will be used in the proofs of
the theorems.
Lemma 1.

Given any r and any positive integer n, we have fly_, V,(A,)c

V,,,(A,,).

Lenima 2. Given arty r, there is a positive integer n such that if XE v&I,), rhen

I-I;=1XE

K&L).

Define E(r) and g(r) to be subsets of II?’ representing
payoffs in Vr(A,) and vr(A,), respectively, i.e.

the equal-treatment

E(r)= x4RT: ti XE V,(A,)
I=1
I
t
and
E(r)= [.UERT: fix
i= i

r&l,)

From the preceding lemma we immediately have the result that, given any r, there
is a positive integer n such that if XE E(r), then XE E(nr).
Lemma 3. For all r we have l!?(r)cE(r + 1).
In what follows we use the concept of the closed limit of a sequence of sets. A
definition of this concept and some properties can be found in Hildenbrand (1973.
pp. 1S- 18). We remark that a sequence of subsets (F,,) of a compact metric space
converges to a subset F with respect to the Hausdorff distance if and only if the
closed limit of the sequence exists and equals F (see Hildenbrand, 1974, p. 17). We
denote the Hausdorff distance between two sets, F and G, with respect to the metric
11 11, by IIF,G 11.The closed limit of the sequence (E(r)) is denoted by L(E).
Most of the following lemma appears as Lemma 8 in Wooders (1983). Given that
l?(r)c&r+ 1) for all r and from the per-capita boundedness assumption, it is also
easily verified.
l
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Lemma 4. The closed limit, L(E), of ((f?(r)) exisfs and II&), L(l?;)[I -+O us r+oo.
Recall that given a subset S in A, for some r, the profile of S, denoted by e(S),
is the vector SE iRTdefined by its coordinates s, = ISfI[f],I for each t E { 1, . . . , T}.
We require the following additional definitions.
A sequence of replica games (A,, I’,),“=,is said to satisfy the assumption of
minimum efflciem s&e (MES) (for coalitions) if there is an r* such that for all
IP~*, given XE {:.(A,), there is a balanced collection fi of subsets of A, with the
properties that (I) p(S)se(A,.)

for all SE/J and (2) XE (7SeB I/,(S).

We call r* an

MES bound.
Given r, r’, and SC A,, let P(S; r’) denote the collection of all partitions of A, into non-empty subsets where if .P E P(S; r’) and SE .S, then e(S’)s@(A,,)
Given a
sequence of replica games (A,, V,),“=I and given r’, we define the r’th truncation of
V, by the correspondence I$(-; r’), where, for each non-empty subset S of A,, we
It is- easily verified that the sequence
have b($ r’) = u p E F(s; ,‘) &‘,
v VJS’).
(A,, I-‘,( ; r’)),“= 1 is a sequence of superadditive replica games satisfying the
assumption of MES with MES bound r’. Let vr( l; r’) denote the balanced cover of
V,( ; r’). Define
l

l

@r; r’)=

SE

(

Rf :

fi .VE V,(A,; r’)

,--I

1

and
&r; r’)=

[,,

(Rf: fi

, I

XE v,(A,; r’)]

83 game (A, I/) satisfies the assumption of qwsi-trunsferuble rrtilit$” (QTU) if,
given any S in A, if x+0 and s is in the boundary of VP(S), then
V’(S)fI (S’E IR”: X’LS) =.Y. A sequence of games (A,, V,),“=
, satisfies the assumption of QTU if each game in the sequencedoes.
Given a game (A, V) and 6>0, a game (A, V”) is a &QTU cover of (A, V) if
(A, V”) is a game with the QTU property and if, for all SCA, we have V(S)C
V”(S) and I k’(S), V’(S)1 ~6. In Wooders (1983) it is shown that given any cT>O,
every comprehensive game has a comprehensive S-QTU cover.
The following theorem is proven in Wooders (1983).

Tlwonm 3. Let (A,, V,),“: , be u seqraenceof superudditiw rcrylicugumes suti&it#g
thp ussumptionsqf QTU and MES i&cl MES bound r *. F’or an-v r > r *, the wry (raf
the gume (A,, I?) is nen-empry and if’s is a ppt@‘in
lreafmenl pt0pert.v.

rhe CXW,then s has the equal

The non-emptiness

of the core in Theorem

3 is Scarf’s theorem

(1967).

Before proving the theorems, we require one final lemma.

Lemma 5. Given S>O, ler (A, i@) be a comprehensive, S-QTU cover of a COW
prehensive game (A, V). Then 11v*(A), v(A)1158, where (A, 9”) is the balasrced
colrer of (A, V’).
Proof. Let XE v’(A).

Then for some balanced family fl of subsets of A we have
Since (A, V”) is a comprehensive, &QTU cover of (A, V), we

V’(S).
nsep
V”(S)C V(S)+S{

XE
have

J) for all S in j?. Therefore SE nsF,( V(S) +S{ J))c
and we have P’(A)c v(A) + d(I). It can be
_
shown easily that v(A)C v”(A) since V(S)C V”(S) for all SCA.
n.5E,l V(S) + S{ !) c v(A) +6( I)

5. I. Sketch of rhe proof of Theorem I
TO prove Theorem 1, we take covers of covers until we can apply Theorem 3 to
a sequence of games and then ‘uncover’ appropriate payoffs in the underlying
sequences of games.
More precisely:
(1) We first consider the sequence of games formed by taking the balanced cover
of a comprehensive S-QTU cover of the r- 1th truncation of the comprehensive cover
of (A,, V,) for each r. Each game in the sequence of games constructed has the
MES and QTU properties and therefore an equal-treatment payoff in its core. From
per-capita boundedness, a sequence of equal-treatment payoffs (represented as vextors in Rr) in the cores of the constructed games has 3 convergent subsequencle.
(2) Given the limit payoff of some convergent subsequence. we ‘uncover feasible
equal-treatment payoffs near this limit payoff in the e-cores of the balanced r‘okers
of the comprehensive covers of the games for all sut ficient ly large r.
(3) We then use Lemmas I and 2 to show that for some subsequence of the
sequence of comprehensive cover games, the equal-treatment payoffs in the ~xows
of the balanced covers of the comprehensive covers are feasible few the comprehensive c’over games.
(4) We then uncover feasible payoffs for the underlying games and their balanced
covers which satisfy the desired properties.

and Ict f.(l?)

denote the closed limit of the sequence (l?‘(r)); from Lemma 4, this

limit exists. Similarly,
(A,, V,( ; r - I)),
and let
l

let (A,, r/;‘( ; I’ - I))
l

let (A,, pF(.

l)=

E’(r;r-

SE

;r -

1))denote

!I?? fi

.YE

I ._I

denote the comprehensive cover of
the

V;(A,;

balanced cover of (A,., V:( ; r - l)),
l

r-

1) .
i

Ct follows from Lemma 4. that the closed limit of tnc sequence (I?‘(r; r - 1)) exists
and it is easily verified that the limit is L(&.
Select a positive real number &e/3.
Let (A,, k’,c’( ; r - 1)) denote a comprehensivc S-QTU cover of (A,, v,‘( 0; r- 1)) and let (A,, vr’(.; r- I)) denote the balanced
covc~ of (A,, V;‘( ; r - 1)). Let
l

l

gf5(r;

r-

1)~

_yE

t
Let L(l?)

denote

R’: fi

XE

1

V;‘(A,; t=- 1)

i-l

the closed limit of (E”(r; r- 1)).

5.2.2. The proof
Given r, let xW?*(r;

r- 1) be such that

n:=, x’ is in the core of
(A,, pt(’ ; r - 1)); from Theorem 3 this is possible. Since b:r({ 2,~))) contains a
member greater than zero, we have x’> 0 for each r. From the per-capita
boundedness assumption, (x’) has a convergent subsequence. Suppose (x’l) converges to .ii*. Since 11vrd(A,: r 1), vi(A,; r - 1)11< e/3 from Lemma 5, we have
; l?(r; r - I), l?(r; r - 1)/i<e/3 for all r. Therefore IiL@‘), L(l?“) Ijc e/3 and there
is an .V*EL(l?) such that i/.X*-- x*1! <e/3 (this completes (1) of the sketch and
begins (2)).

For each r, define y, = fl, _ , (x* - (c/3)1). We claim that given &> 0 there is an r”
such that for all rrr’ we have yr in the e-core of (A,, r’,‘). First, let r’ be such
that for all r zr’ we have L(Ec)C E’(r) + (e/3)( I}. Since x* E L(I?) and yr =
n:_ 1(_u*- (g/3)1), we have yr in rF(A,) for all r 1 r’. Now let r’zt r’ be sufficiently large so that for all rj Zr” we have ~I.F*
- X’J11<e/3 and, consequently,
@--u”~ ~2~13. Suppose rm” and fcr some SC& we have y,~intp:(S)--&{I}.
It follows that fl:_ , X*E int r;(S) - je( I}. F rom (ii) of the definition of a sequence
of replica games and since for any rJ> r we have Ilx*-X’J II < 281’3,it follows that
II:_ , X’X int p;(S) (since ~(S)l&l,)
and rj > r, v;(S) = r;(S; rj - 1)). From the
fact that v;(S)C p;(S), we have a contradiction to the fact that fir_, X’J is in the
cafe of (A,, v,$.; r, - 1)). Therefore yr is in the E-core of (A,, v;) for all r L r”
(this completes (2) of the sketch).
Given r’ as determined above, let no be a positive integer such that if y E vF(A,##),
then ny: I YE V,$,+$+p);
from Lemma 2 this is possible. Let r” = nor’. Let r* be
such that for al9 r zr*, we have r”/r< A. Throughout the remainder of the proof,
given r 2 r*, write r = Ir’+j, where / is a positive integer and j E {1, . . . , r’}. From
Lemma 2 and the choice of no, we have ylr(~~@(A,+J) for all positive integers I

,

where, as above, _vlro
= 111’.
, (.I.*

- (cW).

This completes (3) of the sketch.)
such that the projection of J;* on &I

For each I-Z+ select _LP~*
E I’#,)
is
greater than or equal to y/,0; from the definition of V: such a selection is possible.
Also, for each r zr* select _&Ev,“(A,) such that _P+ I[:_, (A-* - @O)l)
and such
that the projection of _gron AIroequals that of yr*; this is possible from the definition of the balanced cover and comprehensiveness. Since _F+E_v~
for each r and
since _v,E v,2(‘qy),from the fact that .c; is in the e-core of (/I,, p: ), it follows that
J’,. is in the e-core of (A,, 17,“). Also, we have

5.3. Proof of Theorem 2
Given e > 0 and r” as in the preceding proof, let _Q~~~
be as defined in the proof
of the preceding theorem for each positive integer 1. It is easy to see that in the case
where (A,, V,) is comprehensive
for each r, the payoff _~p is in the &-core of
(&I, L$) for each positive integer 1. When (A,, V,) is not necessarily comprshensive, there is a ~$1)zylrlj such that _q$ is in the e-core of (,+~, Z/lro)for each i.
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Appendix
The following example is to illustrate that the ‘components’ of an economic
system, i.e. the preferences and production technologies, may be conves but the
derived game does not necessarily have a non-empty core.
Consider again the local public goods example developed in Section 4, where there
is only one type of agent, MY@
= ti for all (I, qd, 6(n) = 1 for all ?I, and c’(s)= - II.
Assume, however, that agents can be ‘part-time’ members in jurisdictions so the domain of d(n, x, y’) is a subset of II?:. l9 In this case, for r > &/8 the core of the
derived superadditive cover game is non-empty if and only if r is an integer multiple
of w2/8.
The problem of the possible emptiness of the core in this esample is clearly not
one of indivisibilities of agents. Moreover, it is not one of a lack of convesity in the
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usual wnse since, given any u”z 0, the upper contour sets ((n, x, y) : u(n, x, y) 1 u” )
are convex and obviously the production technology is convex.
To show that ((n, x, y) : u(n, x, y)r u”) is convex, we show that u =xy - n2 is
qua&concave for all non-negative X, y, and n such that xy- n2 is non-negative.
We consider the determinants of the principal minors of the bordered Hessian.

The bordered Hessian is:

The determinant of the bordered Hessian is 4n
xy - nz is non-negative.
The determinant of the principal minor

’ - 4xy

which is non-positive since

is 2xyrO.

Therefore u is quasi-concave.
The above example suggests that standard methods exploiting the convexifying
effect of large numbers are not immediately applicable to economies with a mix of
external economies and diseconomies since the economy in the example is already
‘convex’ - but not necessarily balanced. It may be the case that if preferences and
production possibilities are represented in some ‘appropriate’ spaces, nonbalancedness and non-convexity are equivalent. However, to our knowledge, this
has not been demonstrated.

t’, This is an analogous to assuming the set of players is a continuum. Allowing part-time membership
in a jurisdiction is not equivalent to allowing part-time jurisdictions, as, for example, in Littlechild

(19X9. Allowing part-time jurisdictions balances the game whereas part-time membership does not
necessarily do so.
We have not formally defined the core for the class of games where players can be part-time members
in coalitions (or even such games). Informally, a payoff (function) is in the core if it is feasible and if
no ut of players can use part of their time to form a coalition and improve their payoffs.
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